In Term 2, we will be
finding out about life at
the polar extremes of the
Arctic and the Antarctic.
Why is it so cold there
and why are their days
and nights so different
from ours?

In PE we will be developing
our skills in gymnastics and
creating dance sequences
linked to our Winter
Wonderland theme.

What are those strange
lights in the sky?

Evergreen – Term 2 ‘What’s Out There?’
In our English lessons this term, we will be studying the novel ’Cosmic’.

This humorous
adventure is seen through the eyes of
twelve year
 old Liam Digby a ‘gifted and talented’ child
whose physical
appearance ages him beyond his years.




During our PE
lessons we will be

In our learning journey this term we will be:
 Learning why the Sun, Earth and Moon are
spherical.
 Naming the planets in the solar system
independently.
 Discovering about the orbits of the planets.
 Investigating what causes day and night
 Supporting the idea that different places
on Earth experience night and day at
different times with evidence.
 Reporting and presenting findings from
enquiries.
 Explaining how the Moon moves relative to
the Earth.

combining
gymnastic balances
and jumps to
create a sequence
for a dance.
For our ‘Super Start’ this term,
we will be having the Mobile
Planetarium visiting the school
to help us look at the night sky
and the solar system!!

In Term 2 we will be…
 Investigating information texts to
collect information to write own text
 Creating 3D rockets using
construction and reclaimed materials
 Discovering about the first moon
landing
 Exploring forces and mechanisms to
create a space ship panel
 Exploring and investigating materials
 Computing control - using Beebot and
Roamer
 Computing aliens database answering and asking questions
 Sequencing and acting out the story
of Whatever Next? Beegu, Man on
the Moon and creating own versions
 Reading and learning poems about
Space

Our text this term is a story titled ‘Beegu’!
We will learn about
Writing
Explanations,
Instructions
As well as
narrative

In our Learning
Journey this term,
we will be learning
about space

We will begin our topic by
visiting the Science Centre at
Herstmonceux , exploring the
Earth and beyond.

We’ll complete our learning
Journey by having an Out of
this World Day, when we
would like the children to
dress up.
Finally, please could we have
any books related to space.
Cardboard boxes to make
Rockets and Space control
panels.

We will be learning about …




In Maths, we
will explore
counting,
place value,
times,
division,
position
and
direction
and
movement

For our ‘super start’
to the term, we are
visiting the
herstmonceux
observatory and
science centre on
Friday 4th November!








Materials and their uses in
science
the history of space travel and
Neil Armstrong in our history
levers, sliders and structures as
part of our DT
setting and following
instructions using programmable
toys in computing
learning the songs and
performances for the Christmas
Nativity in music
gymnastics, including jumping,
balancing and rolling as well as
some Dance in our pe lessons
singing songs and the words for
colours in french
the Christmas story, and also
Lost in the Temple, Baptism of
Jesus in re
Getting On in PSHE

